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In this article we present a new proof for (and a generalization of) the Krein con- 
dition for association schemes. The proof yields necessary and sufficient conditions 
for the case of equality. In the special case of regular near polygons we give a 
second matrix-free proof of the special Krein condition c&, > 0 and a corresponding 
characterization of the equality case. Also, Mathon’s inequality for near hexagons 
is generalized to arbitrary regular near polygons. (i-1 1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. THE KREIN CONDITIONS 
Let X be a finite set. An association scheme with d classes is a pair (X, 9) 
such that 
(i) .%!= {R,, R,, . . . . Rd} is a partition of Xx X; 
(ii) R,=A:= {(x,x)lx~X}; 
(iii) (xyy)ERi=>(y,~)ER~; 
(iv) there are numbers p;. (the intersection numbers of the scheme) 
such that for any pair (x, y) E R, the number of z E X with (x, z) E Ri and 
(z, y) E Rj equals pi.. 
The number ki :=pz. of ZE X with (x, z) E R,(which is independent of 
x E X) is called the ualency of R,, and the total number of points of X is 
u := p-1 = i ki. 
i=O 
The n x n matrices Ai (indexed by Xx X) whose (x, y)+ntry is 1 if 
(x, y) E Ri, and 0 otherwise, span a real algebra %!I closed under both 
ordinary multiplication (A, B) + AB and Hadamard (elementwise) multi- 
plication (A, B) + A 0 B, called the Bose-Mesner-algebra of the scheme. The 
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Bose-Mesner-algebra has a basis of minimal 
write as 
idempotents E,, which we 
E,=t .; QuAi (j = 0, . . . . d). (1) 
I=0 
The ranks f, = rk(E,) = tr(E,) are called the multiplicities of the scheme. 
It is a well-known fact that the Q, and fi can be computed from the pfi 
(Bose and Mesner [3]); the fact that all fj must be integral severely 
restricts the possibilities for the pi.. Further restrictions on the parameters, 
known as the Krein conditions, are due to Scott [lo]. We derive them here 
in a new way, and characterize the equality case. Let Z(A) denote the sum 
of all entries of the matrix A, and define qi by 
1.1. THEOREM. For all i, j, k E (0, . . . . d}. 
Vfk qt= i k, Q,Q,Q,>o, 
I=0 
with equality if and only if 
(2) 
-xFx Ei(u, x) Ei(v, x) EJw, x)=0 for all u, v, WEX. (3) 
Proof. Since the Ei are symmetric idempotent matrices, 
~~~E,(u,x)Eilu,Y)=E;(x,~). (4) 
Hence, if we denote the left hand side of (3) by q(u, v, w) we have 
z(EioEjoE,)= C Ei(X, Y) E,(Xt Y) Ek(X, .,I’) 
x, y  E x 
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by (4). Since both 
u2C(EioEjoEk)=u2.tr((EioEj)E,)=u.tr 
= V tr(q$ &) = ufkq; 
and (by (1)) 
U’Z(E~“E~oE,)=~~ Q,iQliQ/k~(A,)=Ck,Q,*Q,Q,, 
l 
inequality (2) holds, and equality holds in (2) if and only if 
C q(a, p, r)* = 0, which is equivalent to (3). 1 
1.2. Remark. The argument of the proof can be applied to 
and 
1 Eil(ul,xl)...E;~(u,,Xl) 
-y, I -x2 
x (EJu,x,) ...Ej,(ol, x,)-EjI(u~, X2)...Ej,(ut> X2)) 
in place of q(u, v, w). This results in the inequalities 
oil...,,:= i kkQtil...Qti,=v”-‘C(E,,o ... oEJ20 
I=0 
and 
1 
Of, is jl .I, 2 - cil i, ajl .I,. 
V 
Biggs [2] mentions a remark by Cameron and Delsarte that (2a) follows 
from (2) and hence imposes no new restrictions on the parameters. It is not 
known whether (2b) excludes any otherwise feasible parameter sets. 
2. A SPECIAL CASE 
Bill Kantor asked me to write down a matrix-free proof of the nontrivial 
Krein condition 
t<s2 if s>l 
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for generalized octagons, together with a characterization of the equality 
case. This will be done in the following in the more general context of 
regular near polygons. A partial linear space (X, 6p) is called a near 
polygon if for every point x E X and every line L E 9 there is a unique point 
on L nearest to x. A regular near polygon (2d-gon) is a near polygon whose 
point graph is distance-regular (of diameter d), i.e., if for any two points 
x, y E X at distance i the number of neighbours of y at distance j from x 
depends only on j, and hence is a constant ci, ai, or hi for j = i - 1, i, i + 1, 
respectively. In particular, this implies that every line has constant size 
s + 1, every point is in a constant number t + 1 of lines, and the relations 
ai = (s - 1) ci, b,=s(t+ 1 -c;) (i = 0, . . . . d) (5) 
hold. Moreover, 
cg = 0, c, = 1, c,=t+ 1. (6) 
For these and other properties of near polygons, see Shult and Yanushka 
[ 111 and Brouwer and Wilbrink [5]. If (1) holds with ci = 1 for i< d then 
(X, 9) is called a generalized 2d-gon. 
We shall need the following auxiliary results. 
2.1. LEMMA. Let (X, 3) be a regular near polygon. 
(i) The number of points at distance i from x E X is a constant ki 
independent of x, and we have k, = 1, 
k,ci= ki- 1 b,_ 1 (i= 1, . . . . d). (7) 
(ii) For x, YE X at distance 1, the number of ZE X with d(z, x) = i, 
d(z, y) = j is a constant pfi independent of x and y. 
(iii) We have 
j$, (-;$+jp;=( -;)‘cT (l=O, . . . . d), 
where a=x$s-*jk,. 
ProoJ (i) By counting in two ways the number of edges yz with 
d(x, y) = i, d(x, Z) = i- 1 we find (7), and thus inductively that ki is 
constant. 
(ii) This holds for j= 0 with pfD = 6,. Assuming the validity for all 
j’ <j in place of j we fix x, y E X at distance I and count in two ways the 
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number of pairs (u, w) E Xx X such that d(o, w) = j, d(u, x) = i, and 
d(w, y) = 1. We find 
~,p~~~+a,p;+b,p~~=c~+,pf,+,+u~p~.+b~~,p;~,. (8) 
Since cj+ 1 # 0 this shows that pfi + 1 is also independent of x and y. Thus 
(ii) follows by induction. 
(iii) Define rcf := xi( - l/s)‘pfi. Then multiplication of (4) by (- l/s)’ 
and summation over i gives 
~n~-‘+a~~f+b,nf+‘=c~+,~~+,+u~~~+b~_,~f~~. 
[ J 
Now a short calculation using (1) and (3) establishes inductively that 
k, 
whence 
=( ) -- i. j  ' i+kj=F( -$7(=( -f)'F( -f)"kjc( -frg. s , 
2.2. Remark. Parts (i) and (ii) hold for arbitrary distance regular 
graphs but are usually proved by matrix arguments; see, e.g., Biggs [ 11. 
Part (iii) shows that for regular near polygons the matrix 
E=o-’ 5 
( ) 
-’ iAi 
i=O s 
is idempotent; indeed, the equations AiAj=CphA, together with (iii) 
imply that E* = E. Hence the only eigenvalues of E are 0 and 1, and 
rk(E) = tr(E) = 0-r~. Since one easily checks that A, E = (- 1 - t) E we 
find that 8, = -1 - t is an eigenvalue of A I of multiplicity fd = K ‘u, and 
E is the corresponding idempotent. 
Now let a, b, CEX. We denote by qr(a, 6, c) the number of points XEX 
such that d(a, x) + d(b, x) + d( c, x) = 1 and write 
q(a, b, c) :=I 
( > 
-; ‘q[(a, b, c). (9) 
I 
2.3. THEOREM. For a regular near polygon with line size s + 1 we have 
x:= i 
( > 
-1 3’k,a0 (10) 
I=0 S 
with equality i f f  q(a, b, c) = 0 for all a, b, c E X. 
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Proof: The sum 
a? (, qi(U, b, C) 4, (a, b, C) . 1 
equals the number of (x, y, a, b, c) E x” such that d(u, X) + d(b, X) + 
d(c, X) = i and d(a, y) + d(b, y) + d(c, y) =j; therefore it equals the sum 
Therefore 
i+j 
qi(u, b, C) qj(u, by C) 
a, b, c u.b.c r,j 
+& c ( -$)i’+‘~+‘3+i’+‘2+‘3p~,j,p~~,~~~,j, 
/ il. i2. i3 
ii.j2,i3 
=Tvk,($ -~)i+jp~)3=v~3~( -f)3’=v~3r. 
i. I 
Since cr > 0, this imples x 3 0. Moreover, x = 0 implies C q(u, b, c)* = 0 and 
hence q(u, b, c) = 0 for all a, b, c. 1 
2.4. Remark. The inequality (lo), and its consequence (13) below, were 
derived from the Krein condition by Brouwer and Wilbrink [S]. Indeed, 
comparing Remark 2.2 with (1) we find that Qid= ( - l/~)~f~ for regular 
near polygons. Hence we have vfdq$= C k,Qb= f ix, so that the above 
inequality is the Krein condition qd d>O. The expression (9) is just the left 
hand side of (3) for i =j = h = d. It is not difficult to provide in a similar 
way counting proofs for the other Krein conditions provided the corre- 
sponding Q, are known, but since the other Q, are not natural in the 
matrix-free setting we give no details. 
In the small diameter case it is now an easy matter to compute x from 
(5), (71, and (10). 
For generalized quadrangles (d= 2) we find x = (s* - l)(s* - t)/s4, 
whence 
t < s* if s> 1. (11) 
Examples with equality are the generalized quadrangles from U,(q) with 
s = q, t = q*. (See, e.g., Payne and Thas [9].) 
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For generalized quadrangles with t = s2, the condition q(a, b, c) = 0 is 
trivial unless a, 6, c have mutual distance 2; in this case it is easily found 
to be equivalent to the condition that the number of points adjacent 
with a, b, and c is constant (Cameron, Goethals, and Seidel [6]). For 
generalized octagons (d = 4, cq = c3 = 1) we find 
x = (s2 - l)(? - t)(s” + t’)/P, 
whence again (11) holds. Examples with equality are the generalized 
octagons from 2F,,(22kf’) with s = 22k+ ‘, t = 24k+2 (see, e.g., [4]). Again, 
for t = s2, the conditions q(a, b, c) = 0 seems to be nontrivial only when all 
distances between a, b, c are 22; but it is not clear whether they simplify 
to natural geometric properties. 
For generalized hexagons (d= 3, c2 = 1) we find no nontrivial restriction. 
However, the Krein condition qi3 3 0 yields t < s3 if s > 1 (Haemers and 
Roos [7]). Examples with equality are the generalized hexagons from 
3D4(q) with s=q, t =q3 (see, e.g., [4]). 
More generally, q& 3 0 gives for near hexagons (d= 3) the inequality 
t < s3 + (c2 - 1 )(? - s + 1) if s>l (12) 
of Mathon [8] (see Brouwer and Wilbrink [S] and Sect. 3 below). The 
inequality x 3 0 (i.e., q:, 2 0) gives for near hexagons the restriction 
c< et+11 
*‘f+s2(t-s*) 
if t>s*>l. (13) 
(12) and (13) together imply the inequality 
t<s2(s’+ 1) if s> 1. (14) 
Equality in (14) implies that (12) and (13) hold with equality, and 
c2 = s* + 1. By Shult and Yanushka [ll], near hexagons with c2 =s2 + 1, 
c3 = t + 1 = s4 + s* + 1 are dual polar spaces from U, (q), with q = s a prime 
power. In particular, all near hexagons with equality in (14) are already 
known. 
3. GENERALIZED MATHON INEQUALITIES FOR REGULAR NEAR POLYGONS 
In this section we give a proof of a generalization of Mathon’s inequality 
(12) which avoids eigenvalue calculations. However, for lack of a geometric 
argument we use a small amount of linear algebra. 
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For a set S of points (or a single point S = X) we write S for the sum of 
the columns indexed by S of the matrix 
By Remark 2.2, B= 0112E satisfies BTB= B2 = aE2 = GE; hence the 
standard inner product of two columns of B is 
when d(x, y) = i. (15) 
We shall use this relation to prove 
3.1. THEOREM. The parameters of a regular near polygon with s> 1 
satisxv 
cj<(s’+ 1)(ci--l+s’-2)/(siP2+ 1) for odd i > 2, (164 
ci~(s’-l)(ci~l-s’-2)/(si~2-2) foreven i>2. (16b) 
ProoJ Let x1, x2 be points at distance i, and let C,(1= 1, 2) be the set 
of points adjacent with x, and at distance i- 1 from x3-,. Clearly C, and 
C2 are cocliques of size ci. A routine calculation using (15) gives 
(X-J, X-j) = 2(U, - UJ, 
(2, e-D)=(-j, c-D)=ci(14-ui-l), 
(c,c)=(D,4)=ci(Uo+(c,-l)U2), 
(C,~)=Ci(cj~IU,~2+(cj-Cj-I)uj). 
Hence the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality 
- - 
(X-j, c-D)2~(x-jy,x-y)(c-D, C-6) 
gives 
{2Ci(Ui-Uj-,)}2~2(uO-uj) 
'2Cj{Uo+(C;-l)U2-Cj~~Uj-2-(Cj-Cj-~)Ui} 
which simplifies to 
Ci{(U~~Uj~~)2~(UO~Uj)(U~~Uj)}~(~O~~i){Cj~1(ui~ui~2)+uO~u2~~ 
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Inserting the values (15) for the ui gives, after division by sPzi(s2 - 1) > 0, 
the inequality 
This implies the assertion. 1 
3.2. Remarks. (i) For i= 3, (16a) reduces to the Mathon inequality 
(12). 
(ii) The above generalized Mathon inequalities are the simplest case 
of a more general set of inequalities for arbitrary distance regular graph 
given by Terwilliger [12]. In particular, his results imply that equality for 
all i in Theorem 3.1 is equivalent to the so-called Q-polynomial property 
with respect to the idempotent E. 
The only known examples of this situation (cf. [4]) are the unitary dual 
polar spaces, the generalized hexagons associated with 3D,(q), and two 
sporadic near polygons with 729 and 759 points defined in terms of the 
Golay codes (see [ 11 I). 
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